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Abstract

This paper paves the way for a direct comparison of the process of megathrust earthquakes with cellular automaton (CA) and

for modeling the catastrophic singularity of seismic events as a phase transition phenomenon. It is shown that the entropy

production rate (EPR), which is a property of thermodynamically non-equilibrium systems, occasionally decreases sharply in

the seismic process of the Great East Japan Earthquake (GEJE) of magnitude 9. The timing of the EPR decrease is found to

be clearly different from that of earthquakes of magnitude less than 9, but close to the timing of the earthquake of magnitude

9. The decrease indicates a qualitative change from a time-dependent non-equilibrium system towards a static equilibrium

system, which can be a phase transition. In the GEJE process, EPR is calculated from the binarized velocity deviation of

ground vibrations found to be equivalent to velocity. The equivalence attributes to that the transformation between them does

not change the α-tremor which is the curvature of the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the velocity, and that an arbitrary ground

vibration can be defined by α-tremor. The α-tremor is a noise. However, it is associated with microearthquakes whose epicenter

is close to the GEJE epicenter, and is an important component of the GEJE process. The binarization equivalence allows the

ground vibration to be viewed as CA which consists of binary numbers.
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Abstract11

This paper paves the way for a direct comparison of the process of megathrust earth-12

quakes with cellular automaton (CA) and for modeling the catastrophic singularity of13

seismic events as a phase transition phenomenon. It is shown that the entropy produc-14

tion rate (EPR), which is a property of thermodynamically non-equilibrium systems, oc-15

casionally decreases sharply in the seismic process of the Great East Japan Earthquake16

(GEJE) of magnitude 9. The timing of the EPR decrease is found to be clearly differ-17

ent from that of earthquakes of magnitude less than 9, but close to the timing of the earth-18

quake of magnitude 9. The decrease indicates a qualitative change from a time-dependent19

non-equilibrium system towards a static equilibrium system, which can be a phase tran-20

sition. In the GEJE process, EPR is calculated from the binarized velocity deviation of21

ground vibrations found to be equivalent to velocity. The equivalence attributes to that22

the transformation between them does not change the α-tremor which is the curvature23

of the Fourier amplitude spectrum of the velocity, and that an arbitrary ground vibra-24

tion can be defined by α-tremor. The α-tremor is a noise. However, it is associated with25

microearthquakes whose epicenter is close to the GEJE epicenter, and is an important26

component of the GEJE process. The binarization equivalence allows the ground vibra-27

tion to be viewed as CA which consists of binary numbers.28

Plain Language Summary29

This paper paves the way for a direct comparison of the process of megathrust earth-30

quakes with cellular automaton (CA) and for modeling the catastrophic singularity of31

seismic events as a phase transition phenomenon. It is shown that the entropy produc-32

tion rate (EPR), which is an indicator of how much a vibration system changes with time,33

occasionally decreases sharply in the seismic process of the Great East Japan Earthquake34

(GEJE) of magnitude 9. The decrease indicates a qualitative change from a time-dependent35

non-equilibrium system towards a static equilibrium system, which can be a phase tran-36

sition. EPR is calculated from the digitized velocity of ground vibration represented by37

“0” and “1”. The digitized velocity is found to be equivalent to the undigitized veloc-38

ity in the GEJE process. The equivalence attributes to the fact that the conversion be-39

tween them does not change the α-tremor which is the curvature of the Fourier spectrum40

of the velocity, and that any ground vibration can be defined by α-tremor. The bina-41

rization equivalence allows the ground vibration to be viewed as CA which consists of42

binary numbers.43

1 Introduction44

Strong earthquakes are a major concern in disaster management, and various mea-45

sures are being taken for strong earthquakes. Earthquake Early Warning system in Japan46

warns people when an earthquake of 5 or greater is expected on the Japan seismic scale.47

When an earthquake is detected, the system analyzes the data captured by seismographs48

near the epicenter to estimate the epicenter, the magnitude of the earthquake and the49

seismic intensity. The estimated information is quickly released so that people can move50

to safe places or evacuate from dangerous places before strong surface waves arrive. Re-51

garding building regulations, the seismic standards of the Building Standard Law in Japan52

require minor damage in medium-scale earthquakes with a seismic intensity of 5 or greater,53

and no collapses in large-scale earthquakes with a seismic intensity of 6 to 7.54

On the other hand, earthquakes generally last less than a minute, and the dom-55

inant state of ground motion is seismically silent. Therefore, in order to understand the56

seismic process, it is necessary to investigate the silent state. Nonvolcanic tremor is one57

of the notable discoveries regarding the silent state. Obara investigated the seismically58

silent period in southwest Japan and identified the nonvolcanic tremor, the weak but no-59
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ticeable signal with typical frequency range from 1 Hz to 10 Hz (Obara, 2002). Obara60

discussed that tremor with a long duration time is possibly caused by a chain reaction61

of small fractures induced by fluid. In 2003, Rogers and Dragert related tremors to ground62

slip events. Tremor activity accompanied by a slip event was observed approximately63

every 12 months for 6 consecutive years at Cascadia subduction zone interface (Rogers64

& Dragert, 2003). Regarding the mechanism of the long duration tremor, Peng and Chao65

observed the tremor induced by an earthquake and discussed that tremor occurred as66

a simple frictional response to the driving force (Peng & Chao, 2008).67

This study focuses on the weak ground vibrations of micron/second scale in the68

seismic process of the Great East Japan Earthquake (GEJE), and represents the weak69

ground vibrations as α-tremors defined in a frequency range similar to the characteris-70

tic frequency range of nonvolcanic tremors. Then, the invariance of α-tremor is shown71

in the transformation from velocity to deviation velocity and in the transformation from72

velocity to binarized velocity deviation. The binarized velocity deviation and the raw73

velocity signal are considered as equivalent as long as the ground vibration is considered74

as a α-tremor fluctuation. Subsequently, vibrational states are defined by the binarized75

velocity deviation, and the stochastic dynamics of transition of the state in a Markov76

process are described by the master equation. Then, entropy production rate (EPR) is77

calculated from the dynamic parameters for the data recorded at the seismic station KSN,78

188 km from the GEJE epicenter. Finally, the seismological significance of α-tremor is79

discussed in comparison to the microearthquake which occurred near the timing of α-80

tremor.81

2 Observation of ground vibration signals82

Ground vibration velocity data acquired every 0.05 seconds at the seismic station83

KSN is downloaded in chronological order from the web site of F-net, broadband seis-84

mograph network of National Research Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience85

(NIED, 2019). The data is converted to piecewise deviation. Each section consists of 1086

velocity data, and the piecewise deviation is the difference between the velocity within87

the section and the average velocity within the section. The piecewise deviation fluctu-88

ates around zero, and its squared average is the dispersion in statistics. The piecewise89

deviation data is divided into blocks of 1024 data, which corresponds to the data acqui-90

sition time of 51 seconds, and the Fourier amplitude of each block is calculated. The Fast91

Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is applied with no overlap, and no filtering. The up-92

per bound of the frequency domain is 10Hz, which is half the data acquisition frequency.93

The lower bound is 0.02 Hz which is determined by the block size 1024. Therefore, the94

FFT with the sampling frequency of 20Hz and the block size of 1024 is equivalent to an95

FFT with a 0.02-10 Hz bandpass filter.96

Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the velocities and spectrograms in the up-down (UD),97

north-south (NS), and east-west (EW) direction. The velocity data was acquired at KSN98

every 0.05 seconds from Mar. 3, 2011 to March 11, 2011. The period includes the mag-99

nitude 9 Great East Japan Earthquake (GEJE) occurred at 14:46 on March 11, 2011.100

In the spectrogram range from 1 Hz to 10 Hz, there are noticeable signals shown as the101

vertical brown lines. In the quiet period before the earthquake of magnitude 7.3, the tim-102

ing of the vertical brown lines in the spectrograms (Fig. 2 (a4), (b2), and (c2)) respec-103

tively matches the timing of the wave clusters which have larger amplitude than surround-104

ings (Fig. (a3), (b1), and (c1)). Since the UD component contains greater number of ver-105

tical brown lines than the other components, we focus on the UD component in the later106

sections.107

The third brown line in Fig. 1 (a4), which corresponds to the velocity deviation108

in Zone A in Fig. 1 (a3), constructs a finer spectrogram structure. Fig. 2 shows the de-109

tails of the Zone A of 12500 second duration. The velocity deviation and its spectrogram110
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Figure 1: Ground vibration signals at KSN during March 3, 2011 to March 11,2011
period . (a1) Ground velocity (m/s) in UD direction. (a2) Magnified plot of (a1).
(a3) Piecewise deviation of (a2). (a4) Spectrogram of (a3). (b1) Piecewise velocity
deviation in NS direction. (b2) Spectrogram of (b1). (c1) Piecewise velocity deviation
in EW direction. (c2) Spectrogram of (c1).

are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and 2 (b), respectively. Fourier amplitude spectrum and its 10111

moving averages are respectively indicated by the black and red lines in the Log10-Log10112

plots of Fig. 2 (c1) to 2 (c6). The spectrogram is plotted from the 10 moving averages.113

The velocity deviations in Fig. 2 (d1) to 2 (d6) are the source data for the amplitude114

spectrum. The number below the velocity deviation graph indicates the time interval115

(seconds x 20). The velocity deviations are extracted from the beginning, center, end,116

and their intermediates of the period shown in Fig. 2 (a), and are chronologically exhib-117

ited from left to right. The first and last amplitude spectra show small negative curva-118

tures in the range 1 Hz to 10 Hz (Fig. 2 (c1) and 2 (c6)). The rest of the spectra show119

large values and negative curvatures in the range from 1 Hz to 10 Hz (Fig. 2 (c2) to 2120

(c5)). The curvature widens in the center of the zone and narrows in the rest of the zone.121

The amplitude of the velocity deviation is small at the beginning and end, and large in122

the central zone.123

3 Definition of α-tremor124

The curvature of the Fourier amplitude spectrum is defined as the ratio of Pni−125

Pi to |P2 − P1| in Fig. 3 (a), where Pi is the point of the (frequency, spectrum) coor-126

dinate system. The frequency of P1 and P2 are 2.97 Hz and 9.8 Hz, which correspond127

to the 152th and 502th point on the frequency axis, respectively. The average of the spec-128

trum value of the nearest 5 points are assigned as the spectrum value for the P1 and P2.129

Pi is a point in the 2.97-9.8 Hz range. Pni is determined so that the line from Pi to Pni130

is perpendicular to the line connecting P1 and P2. If the spectrum value of Pi is greater131

than that of Pni, the curvature is negative. Otherwise, the curvature is non-negative. The132

curvature is independent of the scale change since the line length in log10 plot is invari-133

ant to the scalar multiplication of the coordinate values.134

–4–
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Figure 2: Fine structure of the signal in the Zone A in Figure 1 (a3). (a) UD veloc-
ity deviation (m/s). (b) Spectrogram of (a). (c1)-(c6) Fourier amplitude spectrum
excerpted from (b). (d1)-(d6) UD velocity deviation, the source data for (c1)-(c6).

We define α-tremor as the product of “-1” and the curvature of which absolute value135

is greater than the absolute value of other curvatures in the frequency range of 2.97 to136

9.8 Hz (Fig. 3 (a)). An arbitrary ground velocity signal is classified as either positive α-137

tremor or non-positive α-tremor.138

The α-tremor for the velocity data acquired at KSN during March 03, 2011 to March139

11, 2011 is exhibited in Fig. 3 (b). As expected, the positive peak of the α-tremor ap-140

pears at a timing similar to the brown line in Fig. 1 (a4).141

It should be noted that the piecewise velocity deviation is equivalent to the raw142

velocity data in evaluating the α-tremor. Fig. 4 (a) compares the Fourier amplitude spec-143

trum of the velocity deviation data to the amplitude spectrum of the raw velocity data.144

In the range of 2.97 Hz to 9.8 Hz, the amplitude spectrum of the deviation velocity (black145

line) matches the spectrum of the raw data (green line) by 80%. Therefore, we may se-146

lect either the piecewise deviation velocity data or the raw velocity data to obtain a unique147

amplitude spectrum in the range 2.97 Hz to 9.8 Hz. The orange and red lines in Fig. 4148

(a) are the 10-moving averages of the black and green lines, respectively. The source data149

of the spectrum, which are the velocity deviation and velocity acquired at KSN during150

the period from March 1, 2012 to March 10, 2012, are shown in Fig. 4 (b) and 4 (c), re-151

spectively.152

4 Binarization of velocity deviation data153

The velocity deviation data is binarizable without losing the α-tremor property.154

In Fig. 5, the Fourier amplitude spectrum and spectrogram calculated from the veloc-155

ity deviation are compared to those calculated from the binarized velocity deviation. Fig.156

5 (a1) and 5 (b1) shows the binarization procedure. If each velocity deviation data in157

Fig. 5 (a1) is greater than the mean of the data set under consideration, the deviation158

data is converted to 1, otherwise the deviation data is converted to 0. The binarized data159

can be expressed as the time sequence of 0 and 1 as shown in Fig. 5 (b1). The clear neg-160

ative curvature in the frequency range 1 Hz to 10 Hz, shown in both the Fourier spec-161

trum of the velocity deviation and the binarized data, implies that the α-tremor is pre-162
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Figure 3: Definition of α-tremor. (a) Definition of spectrum curvature and α-tremor.
(b) α-tremor calculated for the UD velocity data of Fig.1(a1).

Figure 4: Comparison of velocity deviation spectrum and velocity spectrum, which
have negative curvatures. Spectrums of ground vibration signals recorded at KSN
during the period from March 1, 2012 to March 10, 2012. (a) Fourier amplitude spec-
trum of velocity in the UD direction, and spectrum of deviation velocity. (b) UD
velocity deviation data. (c) UD velocity data.

served in the binarization (Fig. 5 (a2) and (b2)). Fig. 5 (a3) is the Fourier amplitude163

spectrogram duplicated from Fig. 2 (b), of which source data is the velocity deviation164

shown in Fig. 2 (a). The source data is binarized and its spectrogram is calculated as165

shown in Fig. 5 (b3). The qualitative similarity between the spectrogram of the bina-166

rized data and the spectrogram of the source data suggests that the α-tremor is preserved167

in the binarization (Fig. 5 (a3) and (b3)). Therefore, the binarized velocity and veloc-168

ity deviation are equivalent as long as the ground vibration is considered as a α-tremor169

fluctuation.170
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Figure 5: Binarization of velocity deviation. (a1) Velocity deviation duplicated from
Fig.2(d3). (a2) Fourier amplitude spectrum of (a1). Duplicate of Fig.2(c3). (a3)
Fourier amplitude spectrogram of the velocity deviation recorded at KSN during
5.75e6 to 5.6e6 (sec x 20). The time origin is 00:00 on March 3, 2011. Duplicate of
Fig.2(b). (b1) Binarization result of (a1). (b2) Fourier amplitude spectrum of (b1).
(b3) Fourier amplitude spectrogram of the binarized velocity deviation recorded at
KSN during 5.75e6 to 5.6e6 (sec x 20). The time origin is 00:00 on March 3, 2011.
Compare with (a3).

5 Definition of ground vibration state171

Since the α-tremor is conserved in the binarization of the velocity signal, the es-172

sential of the ground motion is the distribution of the signal rather than the shape of the173

signal. Therefore, it is reasonable to define the ground vibration state in a specified time174

interval by counting the cluster of 1 in the interval of the binarized velocity. In defin-175

ing the vibration state, the binarized velocity sequence (Fig. 6 (a)) is divided into blocks176

with 10 data points, and the number of clusters of “1” is counted in each block. In or-177

der to preserve the total number of the cluster, the rule shown in Fig. 6 is applied. In178

the 10-data block, we scan the cell from left to right and count one if the sequence of “10”179

is found. At the end of the scan, at the 10th data point, we count one only if the 11th180

data point is “0” (Fig. 6 (b)). The counting rule restricts the maximum number of clus-181

ters in a block to five, and defines five vibrational states s1, s2, s3, s4 and s5, each con-182

taining 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 clusters (Fig. 6 (c1)- 6 (c5)).183

The number of data points 10 per block is determined by examining samples of bi-184

narized velocity data. If a block of a particular size is completely occupied by 1s, then185

the number of clusters of 1s in the block is 1. If this is the case for all blocks, no fluc-186

tuation in state can be detected. The block size needs to be increased to detect the char-187

acteristics of the state. If the blocks are very large and each block contains all possible188

patterns of 0s and 1s, then all the blocks will look similar and no fluctuation of state will189

be detected. In this case, the block size must be reduced. After examining a few cases,190

it is found that the 10 data points per block is adequate to preserve the characteristic191

of the state change.192
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Figure 6: Definition of ground vibration state. (a) Sequence of binarized velocity
deviations and counts of “1” clusters. (b) Blocks with 10 data points divided from
the sequence in (a), and counts of “1” clusters. (c1)-(c5) Examples of the ground
vibration state s1, s2, s3, s4, and s5, each containing 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 clusters.

6 Thermodynamics of the ground vibration193

Fig. 7 (a) shows the first 100 data of the binarized velocity deviation data of Fig.194

5 (b1). The 10 data in each row of Fig. 7 (b) are the binarized velocity deviation data195

splitted from Fig. 7 (a), and constitute the vibration state with a time interval of 0.5196

seconds. In general, the vibration state shows a different pattern of binary sequence for197

each row and contains a different number of clusters for each row (Fig. 7 (c)). Since each198

row corresponds to a different time, the state of ground vibration fluctuates over time.199

The time series of the number of clusters in Fig. 7 (c) shows the history of the state200

transitions. Since the number of clusters in a state is defined as a state index, the square201

brackets that make up the pair of two numbers indicate that the state of the number in202

the lower row has transitioned to the state of the number in the upper row. The tran-203

sition rate matrix Wij defines the total number of transitions from i-state to j-state so204

that the Wij count is incremented by 1 when a transition from i-state to j-state occurs205

(Fig. 7 (d)). The result of the Wij counting for the 100 data is shown in Fig. 7 (e). Fig.206

7 (f) shows the probability density vector, of which component pi is the total number207

of i-state.208

The state of ground vibration, which fluctuate over time, implies that the state is209

non-equilibrium. It is known that the thermodynamics of a fluctuating nonequilibrium210

system are described by the master equation (Eq. (1)), and the entropy production rate211

(Eq. (2)) which is similar to the entropy of the second law of thermodynamics of equi-212

librium systems (Haitao, Y. & Jiulin, D., 2014).213

dpi
dt

=

n∑
j=1

Jij(t) (1)

Jij(t) = Wij(t)pj(t)−Wji(t)pi(t)

Fij(t) = ln
Wij(t)pj(t)

Wji(t)pi(t)

–8–
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Figure 7: Transition rate matrix and probability density of state. (a) The first 100
data of the binarized velocity deviation data of Fig.5(b1). (b) A pile of blocks con-
taining 10 data points divided from (a). (c) The number of clusters in the block, or
the index “i” of the vibration state si. Chronological transition sequence from the
lower state si to the upper state sj . (d) The procedure for calculating Wij , which is
a component of the transition rate matrix. (e) Wij calculated for (c). (f) Probability
density distribution of states in the 100 data in (c). The numbers are not normalized.
pi is the total number of the states si in the 100 data.

σ(t) =
1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Jij(t)Fij(t) (2)

where Wij and pi are coherent with those in Fig. 7. Jij and Fij are called the flow from214

i-state to j-state and thermodynamic force, respectively.215

Fig. 8 shows EPR, the Fourier amplitude spectrum, Wij contour plot, and the vi-216

bration states in the first 10 time steps. These are calculated from the binarized data217

of the velocity deviation in Fig. 2 (d1) -2 (d6). Small positive α-tremors, or small neg-218

ative curvatures in the spectrum from 2.97 to 9.8 Hz, tend to be accompanied by a small219

EPR (Fig. 8 (a1) and 8 (a6)).220

7 Thermodynamics in the process of GEJE221

EPR, α-tremor, and earthquakes at KSN during the seismic process of GEJE from222

January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2018 are compared in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 (a) shows the lo-223

cation of KSN and the measuring point of the seismic intensity, epicenter of the earth-224

quakes A,B,C,and D occurred during the period. The earthquake B is the GEJE of mag-225

nitude 9. The table in Fig. 9 includes the identifiers of earthquakes, date, magnitude,226

seismic intensity, and the epicenter of the earthquakes searched on the website of the Japan227

Meteorological Agency of Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (JMA-228

1, 2019). The search conditions are the seismic intensity greater than 4, the location of229

observing the seismic intensity, and the time period for search. For UD velocity data ac-230

quired every 0.05 seconds at KSN, EPR is calculated every 10 days and plotted in Fig.231

9 (b). Fig.9 (c) shows the time evolution of α-tremor, which is calculated every 51.2 sec-232

onds for the UD velocity data.233

From the beginning of 2006 to the end of 2007 (0 to 730 days), the EPR fluctuates234

stably between 0.050 and 0.065, which indicates a stable nonequilibrium thermodynamic235

state. The positive α-tremor is monotonously distributed and does not show a peak.236

–9–
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Figure 8: Thermodynamics of the ground vibration signal in the Zone A in
Fig.1(a3). Corresponds to Fig.2. (a1)-(a6) EPR and Fourier amplitude spectrum
calculated from the binarized data of the velocity deviation in Fig.2(d1) − 2(d6).
(b1)-(b6) Wij contour plot. (c1)-(c6) Vibration states in the first 10 time steps.

From the beginning of 2008 to the end of 2014 (731 to 3285 days), EPR occasion-237

ally decreases to a minimum of 0.03. The timing of the EPR decrease is the same as the238

strong peak of positive α-tremor. Since the state of EPR = 0 corresponds to the equi-239

librium state in which no state transition occurs, the positive α-tremor peak indicates240

the state change toward the thermodynamic equilibrium state. Unlike α-tremor, EPR241

decrease is clearly asymmetric with respect to the timing of GEJE. The bottom of EPR242

gradually decreases from 2008 to 2011 when GEJE occurred, but stays around 0.03 from243

2011 to 2014.244

From the beginning of 2015 to the end of 2016 (3286 to 4015 days), EPR recov-245

ers to the stable nonequilibrium level between 0.050 and 0.065, and no positive α-tremor246

peak is observed.247

During the period from the beginning of 2017 to the end of 2018 (4016 to 4745 days),248

the EPR occasionally decreases to around 0.04 at the timing of the vivid α-tremor peak.249

However, no decrease in EPR is observed at the relatively weak α-tremor peak near 4000250

days.251

Either the positive α-tremor peak or decrease in EPR does not coincide with the252

timing of earthquakes A, C and D. The α-tremor and the EPR, which are characteris-253

tics of micron-scale vibrations, are often independent of large earthquakes of magnitude254

6.8 to 7.2. On the other hand, the timing of GEJE (earthquake B of magnitude 9) is close255

to both the positive α-tremor peak and the EPR decrease, so a megathrust earthquake256

may be associated with micron-scale vibrations.257

To understand the distinguishing features of the seismic process of a megathrust258

earthquake, EPR, α-tremor and earthquake are compared for the data recorded at the259

seismic station TMC, which is 1170 km away from the GEJE epicenter, during the pe-260

riod from 2008 to 2018 (Fig. 10). During most of the period, EPR fluctuates stably be-261

tween 0.05 and 0.065, and EPR does not decline sharply, while 4 earthquakes of mag-262

–10–
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Figure 9: EPR, α-tremor and earthquakes at KSN during the seismic process of
GEJE from 2006 to 2018. For the earthquakes with a seismic intensity greater than
4, the identifier, time, magnitude, seismic intensity, and location are listed in the
table. The capital letters A, B, C, and D are earthquake identifiers and correspond
to the IDs in the table. (a) The location of the KSN (white filled circle), epicenter
(red plus-circle) of the earthquake, and the seismic intensity measurement point (blue
filled square ). The seismic intensity is recorded at Kesennuma-city, approximately 10
km from KSN, which is 188 km from the GEJE epicenter. (b) EPR. The green line
indicates the timing of the earthquake identified by the uppercase letter at the top of
the line. (c) Positive α-tremor. The start and end of the elapsed time are 2006-01-01
00:00 and 2018-12-31 23:59, respectively.

nitude 5.9 to 7.3 are observed near TMC. The positive α-tremor is monotonously dis-263

tributed and does not show a strong peak. It is consistent with the KSN case that no264

sharp decline in EPR and no strong peak of α-tremor are observed at the timing of earth-265

quakes of magnitude less than 9, and that the EPR from 0.05 to 0.065 corresponds to266

a stable nonequilibrium ground-vibration. In addition, there is no significant change in267

EPR and α-tremor at GEJE timing, suggesting that the distance of 1170 km distance268

is adequate to dampen the influence of GEJE.269

8 Seismological significance of α-tremor270

In the previous sections, we have investigated the fluctuation of ground such as α-271

tremor and EPR for the data recorded by F-net’s broadband seismograph (NIED, 2019)272

installed at KSN and TMC. In order to understand the relation between the ground fluc-273

tuation and seismic events, the α-tremor is compared with the seismic spectra recorded274

by the high-sensitivity seismographs of Hi-net (NIED-2, 2019) consisting of nearly 800275

stations with an average spacing of 20 km. The Hi-net seismographs are installed at the276

bottom of boreholes at a depth of 100-3500 m to reduce the noise generated by winds,277

ocean waves, and human activity. The natural frequency of the seismograph is 1 Hz. The278

locations of the three Hi-net seismic stations near the KSN, namely IWTH27, MYGH03,279

and IWTH18, are shown in Fig. 11.280
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Figure 10: EPR, α-tremor and earthquakes from 2008 to 2018 at TMC, 1170 km
away from the GEJE epicenter. For the earthquakes with a seismic intensity greater
than 4, the identifier, time, magnitude, seismic intensity, and location are listed in
the table. The capital letters A, B, C, and D are earthquake identifiers and cor-
respond to the IDs in the table. (a) The location of the TMC (white filled circle),
epicenter (red plus-circle) of the earthquake, and the seismic intensity measurement
point (blue filled square). The seismic intensity is recorded at Kumamoto-kita-ku,
approximately 39km from TMC. (b) EPR. The green line indicates the timing of
the earthquake identified by the uppercase letter at the top of the line. (c) Positive
α-tremor. The start and end of the lapsed time are 2008-01-01 00:00 and 2018-12-31
23:59, respectively.

The Fourier amplitude spectrum of the velocities recorded from 21:18 to 11 min-281

utes on 2011/03/06 are compared between KSN and IWTH27 in Fig. 12. Since the two282

seismic stations are 6 km apart and close to each other, the signals arriving at the sta-283

tions are similar. The negative curvature of the spectrum in the range 2.97 Hz to 9.8 Hz,284

α-tremor, is observed from 21:18 to 21:24 (blue rectangle in Fig. 12 (a1)). The veloc-285

ity plots corresponding to α-tremor are relatively dense, as shown in the blue rectangle286

in Fig. 12 (a2). In this figure, we do not see seismic p-waves, seismic s-waves, and the287

nonvolcanic tremor that is detectable by plotting the envelope which is the root mean288

square trace of the 2 Hz-16 Hz bandpass-filtered velocity data (Obara & Hirose, 2006).289

Therefore, it is appropriate to think of α-tremor as a kind of noise signal rather than an290

earthquake or nonvolcanic tremor.291

The α-tremor is excluded from Hi-net, and not found in the spectrum of IWTH27292

(Fig. 12 (b1)). However, instead, Hi-net detects an earthquake from 21:26 to 21:27, one293

minute after the end of the series of α-tremor (Fig. 12 (b2)), suggesting a relation be-294

tween α-tremor and the earthquake.295

In order to understand α-tremor in terms of seismic events, microearthquakes oc-296

curred in the neighborhood of α-tremor are investigated. The top plot in Fig. 13 (a) shows297

two microearthquakes E1 and E2 in the seismogram recorded at Hi-net IWTH27 for 12540298

seconds starting from 2011/03/06 20:18. The time range is similar to the range discussed299

in Fig. 2 (a) and (b), during which the clusters of α-tremor are observed at F-net KSN.300
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Figure 11: Seismic station. The filled red star, the filled yellow star, and the filled
orange star are the seismic stations IWTH27, MYGH03, and IWTH18, respectively.

Figure 12: Comparison of velocity and spectrum between F-net KSN and Hi-net
IWTH27. Elapsed time starts from 2011/03/06 21:18. The sampling frequencies for
KSN and IWTH27 are 20 Hz and 100 Hz, respectively. (a1) Fourier amplitude spec-
trum of KSN. (a2) The velocity in UD direction. Source data of (a1). (b1) Fourier
amplitude spectrum of IWTH27. (b2) UD velocity. Source data of (b1).

The microearthquake E1 is the earthquake occurred one minute after the end of the α-301

tremor cluster shown in Fig. 12 (a1). At the timing of E1 and E2, no earthquake is recorded302

at F-net KSN, as shown in the bottom plot in Fig. 13 (a).303

By applying a bandpass filter in the range of 4 Hz to 9.5 Hz, relatively high-amplitude304

and low-amplitude clusters emerge in the F-net KSN seismogram (Fig. 13 (b) top). The305

first high-amplitude cluster corresponds to the first cluster of α-tremor in the middle plot306

of Fig. 13 (b). One minute after the end of the cluster, the microearthquake E1 occurs307

as shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 13 (b). It should be noted that the microearthquake308

E2 disappeared after applying the bandpass filter (bottom plot in Fig. 13 (b)). As shown309

in Fig. 13 (d1), E2 has no significant frequency component from 4 Hz to 9.5 Hz in the310
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Fourier amplitude spectrum. E2 has the frequency components primarily around 1 Hz,311

which is dissimilar to the α-tremor spectrum in Fig.12 (a1).312

The Fourier amplitude spectrum of the microearthquake E1 shows that it has wide313

range of frequency components from 1 Hz to 10 Hz (Fig. 13 (c1)), which is qualitatively314

similar to the Fourier spectrum of α-tremor in Fig.12 (a1). The similarity in frequency315

components implies similarities in material composition, system size and dynamics be-316

tween E1 and the α-tremor.317

Figure 13: Micro earthquakes near α-tremor. (a) Top: UD Velocity at Hi-net
IWTH27 for 12540 seconds starting from 2011/03/06 20:18. The time range is similar
to the range discussed in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Bottom: UD velocity at F-net KSN.
(b) Top: The 4 Hz - 9.5 Hz bandpass-filtered UD Velocity at F-net KSN for 12540
seconds starting from 2011/03/06 20:18. Middle: The α-tremor calculated for the
UD velocity at F-net KSN. Bottom: The 4 Hz - 9.5 Hz bandpass-filtered UD Velocity
at Hi-net IWTH27.The vertical red line indicates the end time of the first α-tremor
cluster. (c1) Fourier amplitude spectrum of the velocity of the microearthquake E1
shown in Fig.13(a). The velocities in the UD, NS, and EW directions were recorded
at Hi-net IWTH27 for 60 seconds from 21:26 on 2011/03/06. (c2) The source velocity
data of (c1). (d1) Fourier amplitude spectrum of the velocity of the microearthquake
E2 shown in Fig.13(a). The velocities in the UD, NS, and EW directions were
recorded at Hi-net IWTH27 for 60 seconds from 21:51 on 2011/03/06. (d2) The
source velocity data of (d1).

Since the source velocity data of the E1 spectrum clearly shows p-wave and s-wave318

(Fig. 13 (c2)), the epicenter of E1 is estimated. The epicenter of E1 is graphically es-319

timated as the intersection of three circles, which are defined by the radius D calculated320

by Omori’s formula: D = kT , with the locations of three seismic stations as the ori-321

gin. Where T is the difference between the arrival times of p-wave and s-wave at the sta-322

tion, and k is an empirical factor equal to 8 (Kato & Okamoto, 2016). Fig. 14 (a) shows323

that the estimated E1 epicenter is close to the GEJE epicenter, suggesting that E1 be-324

longs to the events in the seismic process of GEJE.325

In summary, the α-tremor is a noise, but it occurs one minute before the microearthquake326

E1 and has the Fourier frequency component similar to E1 whose epicenter is close to327

the GEJE epicenter. Consequently, α-tremor is an important constituent factor of the328

seismic process of GEJE.329
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Figure 14: Estimate of the epicenter of the E1 earthquake. (a) Estimated epicen-
ter of E1 (red filled circle), epicenter of GEJE (plus circle), the three Hi-net seismic
stations considered in the estimation, and the KSN. (b) UD velocity recorded at the
three stations for 180 seconds from 2011/03/06 21:26. Top: Recorded at IWTH27,
Middle: MYGH03, and Bottom: IWTH18.

9 Conclusions330

In order to analyze the thermodynamic changes in the ground vibration state dur-331

ing the seismic process of GEJE, EPR and α-tremor are evaluated from the binarized332

velocity deviation of weak ground vibrations. The binarized data is equivalent to the raw333

velocity data since both data yield the same α-tremor, and since the ground vibration334

can be represented by α-tremor. It is worth noting that due to the equivalence in the335

binarization, the ground vibration can be regarded as a cellular automaton consisting336

of binary numbers.337

It is found that EPR occasionally decreases in the GEJE process, which indicates338

the qualitative ground-vibration state change from a time dependent nonequilibrium ther-339

modynamic state towards a stable equilibrium state, which can be a phase transition.340

The timing of the EPR decrease coincides with the timing of the strong positive341

peak of α-tremor. EPR and α-tremor are confirmed as important constituents of the GEJE342

process since EPR decrease is observed at the timing close to the GEJE event, and since343

α-tremor is associated with the microearthquake whose epicenter is close to the GEJE344

epicenter.345
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